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New Forms of Knowledge Exchange Between Imperial Powers: The Development of the Institut Colonial International (ICI) Since the End of the Nineteenth Century

Ulrike Lindner

I. Introduction

In 1912, forty delegates from different imperial powers met in Brussels for three days to discuss a wide variety of colonial topics such as the regulation of labour, the acclimatization of the white race in tropical countries as well as colonial monetary policy. They came together as members of the Institut Colonial International (ICI) that was founded in 1894 and has held regular international meetings since then. At the session in 1912, there were French, German, British, Belgian, Dutch, Italian and Portuguese delegates present, but the institute also had members from Russia, the USA and Latin American countries. Among other topics the delegates discussed problems of tropical hygiene, debated how forms of colonial administration could be decentralized and how indigenous leaders could be included. They also deliberated about how imports from the colonies could be increased. Solutions from different colonies of different empires were discussed in detail. One would assume these discussions to have taken place within the administration of a single imperial power and not in an international meeting attended by high-profile members of the administrations of several empires. After all, many of the participating states saw themselves as major rivals in Europe and overseas in 1912, two years before the outbreak of World War I. This self-perception is shared by the established historiography on the pre-war period. Still, the amicable exchange on colonial matters seemed to be a matter of course in 1912. Recent research on colonial empires during the period of high imperialism has confirmed that forms of cooperation between imperial powers in the colonial world were rather frequent and common. However, the discussions in the ICI seem to have reached a surprising level of institutionalized exchange.

Certainly, the ICI and its meetings have to be considered in the context of growing internationalization since the 1870s. Numerous international institutions had emerged
since then, often residing in cities of small European states, as in Geneva, Gent or Brussels. The Institut de Droit International (IDI) founded in Belgium in 1873 or the International Institute of Statistics established in Brussels in 1885, for example, brought together new experts in newly created or newly reorganized fields.\textsuperscript{4} In the world of colonies and empires, strategies of internationalization became important features, with the ICI being the most prominent organisation.\textsuperscript{5} Strangely, the ICI, with its secretariat in Brussels, its annual or biannual meetings and its huge reservoir of publications is not well researched in the history of empire and colonialism. During the last twenty years only a few articles have addressed some aspects of the history of the institute.\textsuperscript{6}

This chapter will first address how actual forms of cooperation and knowledge transfer evolved between imperial powers at the end of the nineteenth century and by what factors these developments were shaped. It will also engage with the question of how new groups of colonial experts were involved in transimperial knowledge transfer. In the next section, the chapter will focus on the institutionalization of imperial knowledge exchange between colonial powers within the ICI and examine the foundation and the main principles of the institute. It will survey some of the topics and themes discussed until the end of the 1920s and examine whether forms of collective imperial knowledge existed in the sphere of the ICI.\textsuperscript{7} The ICI was an institutionalized space that allowed a rather free exchange of expert knowledge. However, there were quite obvious boundaries and limits that formed those exchange processes and these have to be addressed as well. The chapter will shed some light on these developments and ask whether and how the institute served as a nodal point in colonial knowledge networks. I will use the term ‘colonial knowledge’ to identify certain reservoirs of knowledge being connected with colonial expansion and colonial rule. I thus follow the research of Helen Tilley who has argued convincingly against the term ‘colonial science’, as it would suggest that Western science and colonial science existed as distinct phenomena, a highly problematic concept overlooking the intertwining of colonial and metropolitan contexts.

\textbf{II. Evolving forms of knowledge exchange between imperial powers}

\textbf{Convergence of imperial knowledge}

During the long nineteenth century the development and advancement of sciences was strongly linked with the expansion of empires, as many scholars have argued for the British Empire.\textsuperscript{8} The exploration of new territories was made possible by colonial expansion or by imperial strategies and became likewise one of the instruments of colonial growth. Colonial and imperial knowledge could be developed by groups of experts working in the colonies of one imperial power or travelling between colonial territories of several European powers. Local knowledge influenced the collection of colonial knowledge significantly, as research during the last decades has convincingly shown, even if this was ignored in the history of science for a long time.\textsuperscript{9} Unsurprisingly,
old colonial powers such as Great Britain had developed quite elaborate and practiced ways of generating knowledge on colonial topics. National institutions such as the Royal Geographical Society became important motors of imperial exploration.\(^\text{10}\)

France, having lost most of its colonies during the Napoleonic era, had built up a huge empire once again since the 1830s. France reinvented itself as a ‘modern’ colonial power, particularly with its colonial expansion in West Africa from the 1880s onwards.\(^\text{11}\)

At the end of the nineteenth century, countries such as Germany and Italy as well as the Belgian King Leopold II entered the colonial realm and took over new territories, mainly in sub-Saharan Africa.\(^\text{12}\) Experts from the new colonial powers took experienced empires like Britain and France as an example when they started their colonial endeavours.\(^\text{13}\)

However, inter-imperial observation and learning became a more general trend at the turn of the century. Colonial knowledge started to wander and to be exchanged on a much broader scale.

Several aspects stimulated these changes. First, one has to look at general developments in the sciences and at the application of science and scientific methods to colonial government, environment and society. During the last decades of the nineteenth century, scientific institutions not only became dominant around the world but were strongly connected with the growing worldwide expansion of Europe.\(^\text{14}\)

In most European empires, methods such as statistical surveys, cartographical surveys or legal codification processes gained enormous influence, being always connected with international debates.\(^\text{15}\) Explorers and scientists who added their part to colonial knowledge reservoirs often worked internationally and were supported by different European or Western states.\(^\text{16}\) They substantially contributed to the exchange between colonial empires. The exchange of knowledge was also strongly advanced by the development of certain fields in science. From the mid-nineteenth century a growing body of experts in all European countries dealt with different aspects of colonialism. They came from newly-developed disciplines such as anthropology and ethnology or from fields like tropical agriculture, tropical medicine, forestry, language studies, geography and colonial economics. International science congresses flourished at the end of the nineteenth century, also addressing colonial topics.\(^\text{17}\) These experts exchanged their knowledge over national borders quite freely and scientists certainly furthered the interest in a more intense exchange in the semi-political fields of colonial economy and colonial administration.\(^\text{18}\)

A second development which furthered knowledge exchange between empires was the structural change through economic and technical globalization at the end of the nineteenth century. The acceleration of information exchange and its growing density made distant territories more accessible.\(^\text{19}\) The years between the 1880s and the beginning of World War I resulted in a world which was interconnected in many ways. In particular, the speed at which information travelled changed. Globalization reached the colonies as well. European powers cooperated on technical matters such as laying telegraph lines and establishing steamer connections.\(^\text{20}\) Connections between the motherland and the colony as well as between colonies of different European empires became closer.\(^\text{21}\) The various aspects of technical and economic globalization made it possible for the European powers and their colonies to take a close interest in each other. On the other hand, the perceived risks of a globalized and more comparable
world mad the institutionalization of comparison, knowledge transfer and cooperation highly necessary.

As a third factor, new colonial acquisitions by colonial empires at the end of the nineteenth century posed similar problems to different colonizers. Italy, Germany and King Leopold of Belgium occupied their first colonial territories, mostly in Africa. There was a general imperial expansion, also by the older colonial powers. The main sub-Saharan French African possessions were occupied from the 1870s onwards. Great Britain added Botswana, Egypt, Kenya, Nyasaland, the Gold Coast and other regions to its colonial territories. For all the European powers, the process of establishing colonial rule in the new African territories was full of tensions. The colonizers faced similar logistic, administrative and economic problems. The self-definition as colonial ruler in the new colonial environment was first and foremost connected with a concept of white, European superiority over the indigenous population. This again created and reinforced commonalities between the European colonizers.

Fourth, racist and social Darwinist theories became highly influential in all European nations during the second half of the nineteenth century and had a huge impact on colonial policies as well as on the relations between Europeans and non-Europeans. In such a setting, the inferiority of the indigenous populations and the right to rule over them was taken as a given fact and was backed up ideologically no longer mainly by a civilizing mission, but also by justifications from various racist theories, mixing in varying forms of cultural racism.

Even in the French Empire, where administrators and theorists upheld a strong notion of a mission civilisatrice, universalistic concepts had their narrow limits. As in other empires, French colonial policy was dominated by racialized notions of society. Against this ideological background and despite ongoing rivalries in Europe it was quite self-evident for administrators, experts and politicians from different European empires and colonies that they should develop forms of cooperation and exchange, as one can observe in the meetings of the ICI. Until World War I, their central aim remained to uphold white superiority over the colonized population. In the contemporary perception this goal could only be reached by the exchange of knowledge and skills.

As a fifth point, one should mention that economic colonial policies of various European powers began to aim more strongly at making the colonies effective through employing a so-called modern, scientific form of colonialism. Not only the exploitation of natural resources but also the exploitation of indigenous labour and more generally the utilization of colonial people was now at the centre of colonial discussions. During the last decade of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth these concepts gained prominence. Indigenous labour was no longer debated only in connection with cheap labour for plantations but also in terms of the local production of cash crops that would yield a stronger surplus for the metropole. Generally, the colonies were supposed to bring more profit by using indigenous labour more systematically, as the publications of the ICI during the 1890s show convincingly. In France the term mise en valeur became prominent in colonial discussions around 1900. In Germany, a similar concept of Inwertsetzung der Kolonien was developed after 1900, particularly under colonial secretary Bernhard Dernburg and the governor of German East Africa, Albert von Rechenberg. In turn, Dernburg referred to British...
forms of colonial economy as role model for his plans. In British African tropical colonies the concept of indirect rule became prominent, often connected with a system of peasant crop production for export.32

Taking these different factors and aspects together, one can observe a substantial convergence of colonial knowledge reservoirs in various fields, making the foundation of an international institute quite likely.

Colonial experts and exchange between expert groups

At the end of the nineteenth century, colonial experts might be colonial politicians or administrators who often tried to apply scientific methods to their administrative and political tasks. They might be scientists who were interested in colonial medicine, agriculture, economy and law, or in the new fields of anthropology and ethnology. Sometimes the political and scientific fields overlapped significantly. Colonial politicians became part of the scientific exploration of the colonies. They often qualified themselves as experts through scientific expeditions and publications. In these fields of so-called 'scientific colonialism' an understanding between colonial experts of different empires could be more successful than in the political sphere.33 Furthermore, new groups of experts emerged from the new technical occupations, particularly from the field of engineering. Engineers might be considered to be the most important international expert group of the twentieth century.34 People tried to follow careers in the new fields. They created new groups, edited new publications and founded institutions that were interested in knowledge exchange between colonial empires. Many of these experts were members of national colonial associations of their own countries, as Florian Wagner shows in his chapter in this volume, but they also started to work transnationally.

When looking at the group of colonial administrators and politicians we can observe a growing tendency towards exchange between people from different motherlands at the end of the nineteenth century, particularly on the side of the new colonizing nations. This is quite obvious when we look at German colonies and their personnel. In Germany we find endless articles in colonial journals and countless publications on British colonialism as a role model. Paul Rohrbach was a typical colonial expert, being a successful publicist on colonial matters and a colonial administrator in German South-West Africa for some years (1903–6). He addressed the British Empire as the exemplary concept for German colonization in most of his publications.35 The German officials in the colonial administration in Berlin translated and studied many official British government publications on colonial questions, particularly the organization of indigenous and local labour.36 British positions were regularly analysed before Germany developed its own concepts, for example in the case of the management of indigenous labour.37

It is less known that the exchange with other colonizers became an important factor for experienced colonizers as well. In France, being itself an old colonial power, Dutch and English colonies became a role model during the last decades of the nineteenth century. The French colonial expert Joseph Chailli-Bert, lawyer and lecturer at the *École Libre des Sciences Politiques* and one of the founders of the ICI saw British and
Dutch forms of colonialism in South-East Asia as important role models for French colonialism. He published on Dutch Java and British Indochina and always stressed the importance of comparative approaches in his own articles and books. On the British side, one would find colonial experts and publicists such as Louis Hamilton, who wrote programmatically in an article for the journal *United Empire* in 1912 that British colonizers should not only focus on their own empire but also learn from other colonial experiences, particularly from the German side. Cooperation and knowledge transfer also became recurring themes for the experienced British colonizers. The British *Journal of the African Society* started to translate articles from non-British colonial journals and offered knowledge on these colonies to a British expert audience. As a further example, *The Times* widely covered the German colonial congresses in 1902, 1905 and 1910 with their expert talks on many features of colonialism, from agriculture to linguistics to colonial law.

In the Netherlands, a long-established colonial power with economically very successful colonies in South-East Asia there was also a growing tendency towards transnational exchange. Pieter van der Lith (1844–1901), professor of colonial law at the University of Leiden, founded the *Revue coloniale internationale* in 1884 that, despite its relatively brief life would publish in different languages and address colonial problems in a comparative perspective. He became one of the co-founders of the ICI and published quite substantially on the British colonial empire in India.

Not only experts in the metropole, but also administrators in the colonies became more interested in neighbouring colonies of other imperial powers. As an example one can look at the lawyer Robert Asmis, who worked as colonial administrator in the German colonies Cameroon and Togo between 1906 and 1902 and was also a scholar and publicist. He tried to join the British Colonial Service in his younger years, however, he failed. After his doctoral degree he made a career in the German Colonial Service and later in the Consular Service of the German Foreign Office. He became an expert in colonial law and travelled in the British colonies of the Gold Coast and Nigeria. He published articles on his research on British and German colonies in the journal *Koloniale Rundschau* and translated versions of these articles were soon published in British colonial journals.

For scientists in the colonial realm, tropical medicine was certainly the most important transnational and transcolonial project around 1900, particularly after the turn to experimental medicine and bacteriology at the end of the nineteenth century. Robert Koch is remembered in the colonial context for exploring sleeping sickness in East Africa with redoubtable human experiments. His expedition was itself a transnational undertaking. He worked with German scientists but his main experiments took place in British Uganda on the islands of Lake Victoria. In 1900, there was a large epidemic in British Uganda, killing more than 100,000 people. All colonizers of the region feared for their working populations. Therefore, in April 1906, the German government sent a team under Robert Koch to East Africa to combat the disease. They studied all aspects of the disease from symptomatology to laboratory diagnosis and prevention. Therapeutic trials of atoxyl indicated that large doses were effective against sleeping sickness, but of 1,633 patients treated, twenty-three became permanently blind from optic atrophy. Atoxyl was by no means as successful as the scientists had
hoped for. Earlier, Koch had worked with various teams in other British colonies. He undertook studies of cholera in Alexandria and Calcutta in 1883/4 and also worked in the Indian veterinary institute between 1897 and 1898. Such cooperations and expeditions show the impact of international science on knowledge exchange and on transnational expert careers in the colonial realm. These topics were also taken up in institutions such as the ICI. Many sessions dealt with the problems of tropical medicine, often addressed as the precondition of European rule in tropical countries.

There were also new groups of technical experts. The railway projects in most of the European colonies in Africa and South Asia became meeting points for engineers from many different empires and nations. Dirk van Laak has pointed at the growing significance of engineers as a worldwide expert group for the twentieth century. However, this was already a phenomenon around 1900 when many colonies supported huge infrastructural railway projects. As an example, the British engineer and geographer Clement Gillman came from a German-British background. As a British citizen, he was educated in Freiburg by his grandfather and studied engineering in Zürich. In between Britain and Germany he decided on a colonial career. In 1905 he started to work for the company Philipp Holzmann in German East Africa, developing the new rail connection in the hinterland of the colony. He wrote a diary of his experiences. His fluent English became an important factor, as he had to work with Indian workers on the German railway project. During World War I he was interned by the Germans as a British citizen. After the war he could follow his career again and started to work for the British administration of the now British Tanganyika as a railway engineer, his British citizenship now being an asset. He worked until 1936 in British Tanganyika as chief engineer of the railway. These new colonial experts were technical experts who could work in many different settings and could be hired as international specialists. The new forms of technical experience also added to the notion that colonial knowledge should be transferred and exchanged. The ICI took up such technical questions as irrigation, railway construction and mining techniques in its conferences and publications.

Thus, the founding of the ICI has also to be seen in the context of those emerging or newly established colonial expert groups.

II. ICI – institutionalizing knowledge transfer and expert meetings

All these developments furthered forms of exchange between different colonial empires. Colonial knowledge was amassed in new dimensions. It is not surprising that it went along with new forms of institutionalization. The 1912 session of the ICI in Brussels that this chapter opened with seems to be less astonishing within the context of growing colonial and imperial exchange.

The ICI was founded in Brussels in 1894, mainly by French, Belgian and Dutch colonial administrators and experts as an institution to promote the exchange of colonial knowledge between imperial powers. The foundation of the institute was strongly linked with the development of French colonialism and the new French concept of colonisation comparée. The notion of ‘comparative colonialism’ was first
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representing the French expert Paul Leroy-Beaulieu in the new colonial department of the Ecole Libre des Sciences Politiques in Paris, founded in 1886. Joseph Chailly, one of the most important French experts on colonial affairs at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century, strongly promoted the concept of comparative colonialism in the following years. It became a new and important subject in colonial discussions and was supposed to bring together French colonial experiences with the experiences of other imperial powers. In 1892, Chailly described it as a modern method to avoid serious mistakes in the colonial realm that would help French colonialism to prosper and make it economically successful.58

Another forerunner of the ICI was the already mentioned *Revue coloniale internationale*, published in Amsterdam from 1885 and edited by the Dutch professor of colonial law Pieter van der Lith. The journal was able to attract many colonial experts from different nations and empires and published articles in several languages on a wide variety of themes.59 Chailly met Lith during the 1880s. The meeting of the two colonial experts certainly fostered the idea of promoting international exchange.

Chailly was also highly active in French national colonial affairs, being one of the co-founders of the Union Colonial Française (UCF) (the French Colonial Association) in 1893, and being its secretary-general for over twenty years.60 In the same year, he also played a significant role in the process of inaugurating the ICI. He organized a meeting of international colonial experts in Paris on 6 October 1893. The founding members of the ICI comprised Chailly Léon Say, an economist and former French minister of finance, along with Professor Pieter van der Lith and Isaac Fransen van der Putte from the Netherlands, van der Putte being a former Dutch colonial minister. From Belgium came Albert Thys, who was engaged in the administration of the Congo Free State, and Camille Janssen, honorary governor general of the Congo Free State and former minister of finance. Lord Reay, one of the British founding members along with Sir Alfred Lyall, had been the governor of Bombay and was a member of the Royal Asiatic Society.61 He had strong ties to the Netherlands, having been born in The Hague and becoming a British citizen only later in life. His connections to the Dutch sphere remained tight.62 He hardly figures as a typical expert of the British Empire as he was very much inclined towards exchange with continental Europe. Thus, from the beginning, the ICI was clearly a French-Dutch-Belgian-centred enterprise, a fact that is also mirrored in the leading figures of the institute. The offices of president and vice-president that changed after each session were taken over by French, Belgian and Dutch active members on a regular basis. The post of secretary-general of the ICI remained in the hands of the founding Belgian member Camille Janssen for thirty-two years. He was followed by another Belgian colonial expert, Octave Louwers.63

The small office of the ICI was in Brussels, and the yearly or biannual sessions of the institute took place either in Belgium (Brussels and The Hague) or in cities of other members. The institute laid down its statutes at its first conference in 1894 in Brussels and organized fourteen more sessions up to the outbreak of World War I.64

The discussions of the meetings were published in the proceedings of the ICI, the so-called *compte rendu* of each session. The proceedings were themselves a reservoir of colonial knowledge, as they included substantial debates on various colonial topics.65
Additionally, the ICI edited a book series called *La bibliothèque coloniale internationale*. The series, comprising over forty volumes, was published between 1895 and the 1930s and covered more than ten different topics in sub-series: colonial labour, the training of colonial administrators, land management in the colonies, the organization of protectorates, colonial education, railways, mining, forestry, hunting, colonial law etc. Each sub-series consisted of several, mostly massive, volumes, mainly assembling regulations and methods of colonial organization in European and Western colonies around the world, from India over the South Seas to Africa and the Caribbean. It is obvious that the ICI publication series concentrated on the gathering of regulations and on the compiling of administrative principles in various areas of common interest to the institute's members. The publications of the *Bibliotheque Coloniale Internationale* rarely developed theories or future concepts of colonialism. Rather, it is characteristic of the ICI that the sub-series on colonial law was the most extensive of all and was published over the longest period of time, from 1906 to 1927; a similar focus was laid on the problems of the legal system of colonial protectorates. Legal regulations were clearly at the centre of interest for many members of the ICI, also owing to the fact that most founders of the institute were lawyers by training. Some years later, many of the now over forty members of the ICI also came from the legal profession. For example, at the meeting in 1900, the active delegate of the United States was a professor of international law at Columbia University, New York and three of the six active French members worked as professors of law at French universities. Furthermore, from 1911, the ICI also published the *Recueil International de Législation Coloniale*, a collection of colonial laws, underlining the focus on colonial legal problems.

More than being the publications of an international learned society on colonialism bringing together national colonial societies, the periodicals and series of the ICI generally served as a place for collecting information on various areas of colonial knowledge. They provided material for the new expert groups mentioned earlier in this chapter. Colonial engineers and economists would profit from the information on colonial railway construction and irrigation, scientifically-oriented colonial administrators would benefit from the compilations on colonial labour and colonial administration. Doctors engaged in colonial and tropical medicine would employ the expert discussions of the ICI on these issues.

The tasks of knowledge production and storage were executed with modern techniques, following the common use of modern governmental reports and statistics in European empires. For example, the scientific commission of the ICI developed questionnaires on certain colonial topics and sent them to the active members of different colonial empires to collect their diverse assessments of certain questions. The answers were collected by the ICI and were used during the next meeting. Such an approach was also employed in most of the book series, as for example in the publications on mining in the colonies. The first volume presented a number of questions the ICI had sent to various colonies, for example:

1. What is the nature of the lodes bearing precious metals and precious stones? Which are the chief mining centres?
2. Is the mining carried on by small or by large undertakings? […]
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4. What were the areas of workings in operation in 1890, 1895 and 1905 […]

8. Give the yearly production.72

The secretariat of the ICI followed up the answers from the colonies and would often give short-term contracts to experts who would elaborate on critical issues identified by the questionnaires.73

Publications of the institute were certainly read in the colonial administrations of the members. They can for example be found in German and in British colonial files.74 In what way they had an actual impact on colonial decisions of the participating nations is hard to evaluate. However, topics from the journals and publications were taken up in ongoing national discussions. As an example, at the meeting of the ICI in London in 1913, a medical expert reported on the training of indigenous nurses and midwives in the French colony of Madagascar and the British colony of Nigeria.75 This was quoted in a petition of the Society of Protection of Natives in Germany in 1914, when it asked the German Parliament to establish training for native nurses, health personnel and midwives to combat infant mortality in German colonies.76 Obviously, expert circles of the participating nations were aware of the ICI discussions, particularly of the proceedings of the ICI conferences.

Taking these different examples together, one of the main aims of the institute was thus to order, organize and store knowledge on colonial issues by using an inter-imperial approach. The ICI certainly created forms of collective imperial knowledge that were shared between colonial powers and developed processes of information-gathering and knowledge production.77 The ICI could also be regarded as a form of continental European ‘imperial archive’ following the argument of Thomas Richards, who identified the existence of a British Imperial Archive, calling it a ‘fantasy’ of knowledge collected and united in the service of state and empire. Even if Richards’s analysis is mainly based on literary fiction, his interpretation might also be used to describe the undertakings of the ICI.78

The other important aim of the ICI was to bring together international experts on colonialism in its meetings and to offer them a forum for discussions. They should work comparatively, as stated in the first session in 1894. Besides the collection of colonial knowledge this exchange should help to develop new concepts of colonialism and to initialize reforms that would make the colonies more profitable.79 Clearly, the idea of developing a modern, scientific form of colonialism prevailed. The members defined the institute as a scientific organization, not a political one.80 Researchers dealing with the ICI have characterized it as a ‘learned association’.81 Still, the members of the ICI saw colonial knowledge as expert knowledge on colonial politics, colonial administration, colonial law and economy. Thus, the main issues the institute dealt with were actually those of colonial policy. The rich body of expert literature that was generated by the institute during the next decades was intended to be received and read by the governments and colonial administrations of member states. In this, the institute aimed at scientific exchange but also at forms of international political consulting.

The ICI constituted itself as an international but non-governmental institution and was not financed by the member states. However, most of the states having active
members in the ICI subsidized the organization quite substantially. Further funds came from membership fees, donations and the publications of the institute.

Subjects that could cause political controversy between the participating nations were formally excluded in the statutes of the ICI. Debates over the frequent border disputes between colonial powers or discussions about the many colonial wars the participating nations fought in their colonial territories would not be found in the proceedings or publications of the institute, but in the files of the colonial administrations. The transfer of military knowledge on colonial wars – being quite common between imperial powers around 1900 – was also excluded from the topics of the institute. The ICI tried to aim at a better understanding of the participating nations, as Lord Reay said in 1895: the institute should try to combat prejudices between the nations and to establish an entente cordial between the nations that were represented in the institute.

Soon after its foundation, the institute attracted members of many different imperial nations who joined it in its endeavour to develop a systematized knowledge reservoir on colonial administration, colonial law and generally on colonial knowledge. There was a distribution key allocating a certain number of active member places to certain nations, in order to guarantee the internationality of the institute. In 1894, sixty active members were allowed. According to the perceived prominence of each empire, the distribution key allowed eleven active members from the UK, seven from France, six from the Netherlands, five each from Germany and Russia, three each from Italy, Belgium, Portugal, Spain, the USA and Latin America as well as two from Denmark. Six members could attend the sessions coming from other destinations. However, the actual number of active members varied between thirty in 1894 to forty-three in 1900 to fifty-seven in 1913. Furthermore, not all of the active members joined every conference. The French, German, Belgian and Dutch delegates figured most prominently in the debates of the institute until 1914, whereas British delegates were often absent. The institute also allowed associated and corresponding members (respectively from motherlands and colonies of the participating nations). The active members could choose these additional members on the basis of their possessing a useful expertise for the ICI.

The ICI was able to attract some high-profile experts among its active members. In 1907, Bernhard Dernburg, German colonial secretary, and the president of the German Colonial Society, Count Mecklenburg, were members. From the British side came Sir Alfred Lyall, former governor of India, and Sir Alfred Moloney, former governor of Honduras. From Belgium, Baron Descamps, one of the ministers in the Belgium government dealing with the Congo, and from France Prince August d’Arenberg, president of the Committee of French Africa, and president of the Suez-Canal Compagnie.

Interestingly, not only nations with overseas colonies became members. There were also delegates from territorial empires and independent nations in Latin America. The following nations had permanent active delegates at the institute before World War I: Germany, Latin America (with two members from Chile), Britain, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, the USA, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal and Russia. It is striking that the ICI integrated different forms of empires as a matter of course in 1900.
Territorial empires such as Austria-Hungary and Russia were members as well as empires with overseas colonies, and non-European empires such as the USA, then administrating a colony in the Philippines. Obviously, Latin America, with its forms of internal colonization, was also part of the concept of a colonization comparée in the ICI. Whereas historical research started only very recently to compare territorial, overseas and non-European empires, as recent works on empires by Burbank and Cooper, Stoler and McGranahan, and Leonhard and von Hirschhausen show, the ICI worked more than 100 years ago on such a comparative basis.

However, the ICI excluded certain empires in its comparative approach. Neither Japan, being a successful imperial power in the East after the Russo-Japanese War of 1904–5, nor the Ottoman Empire, had delegates at the institute before World War I. In the debates within the institute it was obvious that only European or Western states could be members of even if the statutes did not explicitly adhere to such exclusion mechanisms. The notion of being a white superior European colonizer played a significant role in the self-understanding of the ICI. Already in the first session of the institute in 1894 questions were discussed about how European colonizers could survive in tropical climates, how Europeans could prepare themselves for their task and how European and indigenous bodies would function differently. Similar debates on colonialism and tropical hygiene emerged in the session of 1895 in The Hague. As in other discussions at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century, ‘European’ was used synonymously with ‘white’ in these debates. Against such a background of racial assumptions, it was clear that the membership of the institute could only be taken up by ‘white Europeans’. In the session of 1895, it was stated that the aim of the institute remained to consolidate European rule over other races.

The concept of European rule obviously included the USA and Latin American countries and their delegates as being of European ancestry, but not deputies from Japan and ‘oriental countries’ such as the Ottoman Empire.

As to the limitations of the ICI there are several points to be mentioned. Besides serving as a place for colonial knowledge collection and beyond providing a discussion forum for comparative colonization, the ICI did not figure as a paramount and highly influential institution for colonial policy in the two decades before World War I. If one looks at decision-making in colonial administrations, the British example was still in many ways the benchmark for any successful colonization at the end of the nineteenth century. For example, even if German colonial secretary Bernhard Dernburg (1906–10) and the governor of German South West Africa and subsequent colonial secretary Friedrich von Lindequist (1910–11) were highly active in the ICI in the period between 1907 and 1914, the German colonial administration under colonial secretaries Dernburg and Wilhelm Solf (1911–18) was still inclined to follow British colonial approaches. A strong influence of the ICI in actual colonial decisions cannot be traced in German files. The German administration remained, as my research has shown, fixed on British colonization as a role model throughout the whole period of active German colonization.

The ICIs sphere of influence was also constrained by the fact that it rarely launched new initiatives and rather mirrored the discussions in the main colonial metropoles. As Benoit Daviron has shown in his research, one of the initiatives the institute tried to launch between 1895 and 1905, an international regulation of Asian indentured
labour in the colonies, failed completely. The ICI drafted a regulation that should have led to an international treaty. However, the discussions made it quickly clear that an international treaty of labour migration would never succeed. Furthermore, Great Britain, as the main supplier of indentured work, was not interested in the ICI’s arrangements. The whole discussion was quickly dropped.\footnote{98}

Furthermore, many of the active delegates of the ICI were retired ministers or former governors. The British delegation within the ICI consisted almost completely of former colonial governors.\footnote{99} Other countries sent retired politicians as well.\footnote{100} As an additional prominent example, Lord Frederick Lugard, who has to be seen as one of the architects of colonial rule in British Africa during the first two decades of the twentieth century, was an associated member of the institute in the 1930s, long after his active and most influential period.\footnote{101} Thus, the ICI was not always at the forefront of colonial debates and colonial politics.

Generally, the ICI was most strongly hampered by the indifference of its British members. They hardly engaged themselves in the debates of the institute. Great Britain had a high number of active representatives in the official rota of the institute, however they were not present at most of the meetings and remained uninterested.\footnote{102} Therefore, the largest worldwide empire with the most elaborate knowledge reservoir on colonization, as well as a huge publication record on colonial issues, was rather absent in the ICI. This substantially weakened the claim of the institute to present an international forum on colonization.

The main reason for British indifference was certainly the founding of the ICI as a French-Belgian-Dutch expert group.\footnote{103} The ICI understood itself in some ways as a continental alternative to British imperial dominance. Furthermore, the British Empire was economically most successful in its trade with the settlement empire, i.e. with Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.\footnote{104} Therefore, British colonial administrators and economists were not greatly interested in the French project of ‘mise en valeur’ for the new tropical colonies in Africa that dominated the discussions within the ICI. Besides an economic focus on the white settlement colonies, India had always been at the centre of British colonial interest. The British Raj was not seen as comparable to other European colonies and their administrative and economic problems.\footnote{105} The British view on forms of comparative colonization as they were represented by the ICI remained reserved. As a consequence, the institute could only execute a limited influence on international developments in the colonial world that was being dominated by the British Empire.

World War I meant a long break in the history of the institute. After a meeting in 1913, the institute next reassembled two years after the end of the war in Brussels in 1920.\footnote{106} Germany, having lost its colonies, was excluded. Italy became much more engaged and sent a growing number of active and associated members to ICI meetings.\footnote{107} The conferences of the 1920s were held in Paris in 1921, in Rome in 1924, in The Hague in 1927, and again in Brussels in 1929. The number of active delegates increased to seventy in 1920, now with a new quota regulation.\footnote{108} The racial scheme of the ICI also changed during the 1920s. At the meeting in Paris in 1931, three Japanese delegates appeared. Masaji Inouye, president of an international development company from Tokia, Shunji Miyao, vice-president of the Japanese Colonial Bureau, former
director for the government in Korea and Kunio Yanagida, professor of the history of colonialism at the University of Waseda represented the Japanese Empire. This clearly meant a shift in the understanding of imperial networks within the ICI. Formerly only including ‘European’ colonizers or rulers of ‘European descent’ (the US and Latin American States), the presence of Japanese experts meant a rather pragmatic opening up of concepts of imperial internationalism.

In the international context, the arguments of colonizers started to change generally after World War I – a transformation that had a strong impact on the ICI. A first impetus of change was provided by the Versailles Treaty, with the mandates of the League of Nations that emphasized the trusteeship of the colonial powers for indigenous populations. ‘Colonial development’ became the new key term. The new trusteeship ideology put a great deal of pressure not only on the mandate powers to invest in development and social programmes in their territories, but on all colonizing powers. The concept of *mise en valeur* the ICI had committed itself to before World War I now seemed outdated, as it concentrated mainly on plantation management in the colonies. The ICI developed some new concepts dealing with an expansion of indigenous agriculture in the colonies in the 1920s. However, new organizations such as the International Labour Organization (ILO) that was founded in 1919 in connection with the peace conference at Versailles quickly developed a strong expertise and could exert a dominant influence in these fields, pushing back the ICI. Also, population decline was now seen as an immense threat to productivity in the colonies. From the mid-1920s onwards, health problems in the colonies were connected with issues of subsistence. As Michael Worboys has shown, the ‘discovery’ of malnutrition in Africa happened in 1925 in association with research on cattle diseases and on the diets of different African peoples. The consequences of this research were now debated in British expert groups and in international forums. New attention was directed to social welfare and development in the colonies. However, these topics were hardly taken up by the ICI in the 1920s.

Generally, other new organizations such as the League of Nations and the League of Nations Health Organization started to take a great interest in the situation of colonial populations and societies after World War I. Their wish to develop international programmes influenced the colonizing powers in their outlook on colonies. Clearly, the ICI found itself now in the second row of institutions furthering international transfer on colonial issues.

The ICI continued to be a place for exchanging colonial knowledge on legal and economic matters. For example, after the economic crisis in 1929, the session of 1931 was partly devoted to the effects of the crisis in the colonies. The institute also published detailed reports on different consequences of the crisis in various types of colonial economies.

What should remain important is the fact that the ICI institutionalized colonial knowledge transfer and created new forms of regular discussion and meetings between political and scientific experts. The institute certainly excelled in systematically ordering knowledge on colonialism. However, local knowledge that was always integrated in the process of collecting material on colonial issues was hardly mentioned and was not addressed as valuable. The ICI has to be seen in the strong tradition of stabilizing Western hegemony in the fields of science and knowledge.
Exchange of colonial knowledge was an expanding field at the end of the nineteenth century. Explorers, scientists and colonial merchants had always had mobile careers between colonial empires and had added to a growing body of colonial knowledge. Now, with the increasing scientific interest in colonization, with the emerging of new fields of science, with a further differentiation of colonial knowledge and with more expert groups engaged in colonial matters, the exchange of imperial knowledge reached new dimensions. Information and knowledge on colonial matters were read, translated and commented upon by a growing number of people. Furthermore, the administrations of different colonial empires became more interested in their neighbours and tried to learn from each other’s experiences; political and scientific experts mingled. New careers emerged, connected with the systematic exploitation of the colonies and with the building up of infrastructural systems.

The ICI as an international, non-governmental institution can be seen as a typical outcome of all these developments. Exchange of colonial knowledge between empires is something quite unknown in historical research, still, constant mutual observation and a desire to learn from each other was a rather common phenomenon in the interactions between empires at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century. The ICI is an exemplary case showing the extent of these developments. Until 1914 it certainly served as a nodal point in the networks of European and Western colonial experts. Even if the disinterest of British experts curtailed the influence of institute, the ICI was an important exchange forum for colonial knowledge, at least for the colonial empires of continental Europe. After 1918, the role of the ICI became less prominent. New concepts emerged. Other international organizations such as the ILO and the League of Nations now addressed colonial politics and provided more important international networks and more influential forums for knowledge exchange. However, the ICI continued to offer a growing reservoir of colonial knowledge that accommodated the demands of its members.

As a last point it should be mentioned that the development of an international exchange forum of colonial knowledge involved first and foremost the aim of stabilizing European rule over dependent colonies. The ICI was keen to reform colonialism in a form that helped to preserve European or Western rule over colonized people. Seeing it from the perspective of postcolonial studies it served to institutionalize forms of constructing knowledge about colonized people and helped to stabilize European hegemony over certain reservoirs of knowledge. Even if it created knowledge exchange and international connections, the ICI always displayed various layers of exclusion and considerable differences in levels of power.
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